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Body Care

Discover all the properties of Propolis in a range of products 
specially designed for skin care and prevention of skin conditions.

The different applications of Propolis were well known in the past, 
for example Aristotle mentions it in ‘Pliny the Elder ‘.  

So here is an ancient solution that Propolia® now offers you for 
your skin problems.

A bras le corps®

A very active gel!
A tumble or unlucky knock... And soon unsightly lumps and 

bumps appear.  Propolia® has designed a formula exceptionally 
rich in Propolis and Arnica to soothe this damaged skin. And now 
available as an organic product for an extra gentle care.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, ARNICA, LAVANDIN, PEPPERMINT
30 ml tube

SOS SKIN CARE GEL 
Bumps and bruises with Propolia® 

Ref: GELARNIPROP

A product perfectly suited to skin rashes and redness. Spray and 
massage: Propolis and St John’s Wort will act rapidly. The Soothing 
Oil fits neatly into a modern product line and yet is a traditional 
preparation which has been manufactured in our laboratories for 
many years.  

An ideal product to soothe a number of everyday household 
accidents, local rashes or stings.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, ORGANIC ST JOHN’S WORT, ORGANIC 
LAVANDIN
20 ml spray

SOOTHING OIL
The skin “fire-extinguisher” 

Ref: HUICALM

For whom ? How ?
Apply a dollop of product on the affected 
area 2 to 3 times per day. Massage gently 
to let it penetrate.

For excitable children or adults 
who seem to be a little accident-
prone.

“We love the effectiveness of the oil to soothe and prevent irritation of mosquito or spider 
bites. The Soothing Oil perfectly does its job and has a fairly pleasant scent” Bio à la Une (July 
2015) about the Soothing Oil

For whom ? How ?
Directly spray on the affected 
area or apply with a compress 
made from organic cotton.

For those who got too near to their barbecue 
or have had encounters with mosquitoes.

“A great product, very pleasant smell and remarkably effective!”  Sophie, a customer, said 
about the SOS Skin Care Gel
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Formulated for dry hands which have suffered from the cold 
or tough manual tasks, the Protective Hand Cream, created 
with organic ingredients, repairs, moisturises* and softens the 
skin thanks to the properties of the Honey and Calendula, while 
releasing a fresh pleasant lemony scent.

Main ingredients: BEESWAX, HONEY, CALENDULA, HAMAMELIS, 
LEMONGRASS
75 ml tube

PROTECTIVE HAND CREAM 
Guaranteed softness

Ref: CRMAINBIO

As your skin needs to be as hydrated* as possible, we have created 
this Body Lotion with organic active ingredients to give restorative and 
moisturising* skin care. 

The application releases its sweet and lightly honeyed scent of Cotton 
Flowers while the reparative and nourishing properties of Propolis and 
Shea Butter make this Body Lotion suitable for the driest skin.

Main ingredients: PROPOLIS, SHEA BUTTER, SUNFLOWER, FLORAL 
WATERS OF LAVANDER
190 ml pump bottle

BODY LOTION 
The solution created for the skin 

Ref: LAICORBIO

One of the flagship products from Propolia® as voted by our 
customers and distributors!

Made up of 75% organic ingredients and highly concentrated 
in French Propolis (15%), its active ingredients rapidly penetrate 
thanks to its creamy texture. It is particularly adapted to skin 
application and can be used on a daily basis or sporadically.

Created using traditional techniques, this ointment combines 
sanitising and restorative properties with the typical pleasant 
smell of Propolis.

This handy skin care product can be taken everywhere.

Main ingredients: SHEA BUTTER, PROPOLIS, BEESWAX, SESAME, HONEY
30 ml container jar

ACTIVE BALM 
An essential skin care product

Ref: BAUMACTI

The pleasant sharp scent of Citrus Essential Oils, Witch-hazel and 
Sage Floral Waters combined with the natural properties of Alum 
(Alum crystal). 

The deodorant provides long-lasting freshness throughout the 
day.

Main ingredients: WITCH-HAZEL AND SAGE FLORAL WATERS, HONEY, 
PROPOLIS, ALUM CRYSTAL, ESSENTIAL OIL OF LEMON AND RED MANDARIN.
50 ml roll-on applicator

DEODORANT
Naturally fresh

Ref: DEOHAMABIO

For whom ? How ?
Apply a dollop of cream and 
delicately massage into each 
hand.

For those whose hands need to be protected 
when the cold sets in; for handy people and 
gardeners who do not give their hands a 
break.

For whom ? How ?
Massage into the entire 
body till it has been 
fully absorbed.

For those whose skin feels tight and so need to 
soothe it; after a day on the beach, a shower with 
hard water or because of a naturally dry skin.

“The skin is soft, moisturised, doesn’t feel tight any longer and smells nice. It is heavenly!” 
Delphine, a blogger, said about the Hand Cream

“It really looks like yogurt! It has an ULTRA creamy and soft texture, not to mention the cotton 
flowers scent!” Blogger Laura said about the Body Lotion

“It is amazing how fast the skin gets repaired, 1000 times faster”  Amélie, YouTuber, said about 
the Active Balm

“Very very good product, pleasant smell. Convenient use... Very effective (tested even in Africa)” 
A client said about the Deodorant 

For whom ? How ?
Apply and softly massage 
into the targeted areas before 
applying any bandage or plaster.

For people requiring further care 
for their damaged, irritated or 
uncomfortable skin.

For whom ? How ?
Apply every morning on dry skin 
(preferably clean) and again during the 
day as required.

For those looking for a certified 
organic roll-on deodorant and 
whose perspiration is moderate. 

*Hydration of the upper layers of the epidermis

*Hydration of the upper layers of the epidermis


